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Italy: Andreotti Out To Destroy
'Clockwork Or,nge' Apparat
by Vivian Freyre

The new Italian government under arch anti-Atlanticist
Premier Giulio Andreotti has initiated a major factional battle
against the Rockefeller social control networks spanning
military intelligence and the Atlanticist-riddled Justice
Department. This represents a follow-through and amplification
of the European Labor Party (ELP) tactic of identifying and
initiating court action against the most exposed layer of
Atlanticist controllers in the person of Francesco Alberoni, the
Clockwork Orange "academician" who personally directed the
creation of terrorist gangs.
Andreotti's speech to Parliament of Wednesday outlining his
government's programmatic and policy stance was a bombshell
from a number of standpoints, not the least of which was his re
statement of commitment to revamp Italy's Justice Depart
ment and smoke out the top political controllers of Italy's right
and left-wing terrorist cancer. Indicating that he intended to go
beyond mere pretty speeches, Andreotti announced that by
October 15 he would introduce into Parliament a bill to revamp
the State Secrets Act in order to divest the high-level terrorist
controllers of their major legal cover from investigation.
Not coincidentally. the very next day after Andreotti's an
nouncement of war against the Rockefeller terror networks and
the revision of the State Secrets Act the press was filled with
streams of self-apologia from the leaders of the targetted net
works.
Alberoni on Thursday authored a three-column spread in the
Atlanticist-controlled Corriere della Sera in a pathetic attempt
to clear himself from ELP charges of his role in the brain
washing of youth into terrorist zombies. Reaching levels of
unmistakeable disassociation. Alberoni argues that in the
present "ebb" phase of society only depoliticization can save
individuals from going literally "insane." The wound-Up
sociologist proceeded with a lengthy eulogy of Zen Buddhism
and other "mystic" pseudophilosophies. adding weight to
rumors that Alberoni is hightailing it to a monastery to with
draw from public exposure. "And for this I am being personally
attacked by a paranoid grouP." Alberoni whines.
Alberoni has become such a hot political potato since the ELP
filed its court suit against him, that there is every indication he
is indeed being canned by his former benefactors at the Institute

for Policy Studies-linked Agnelli Foundation. TheMilan court
where the ELP suit was filed has already begun investigations
under judge Alessandrini into Alberoni's stint at Trento
University during which time he personally oversaw the.
brainwashing of the youths later to emerge as the infamous Red
Brigades. The Agnelli Foundation is vehemently denying any
current connections to Alberoni, demanding that the Foundation
be kept out of the investigations. Inside the Italian Socialist
Party (PSI), to which Alberoni nominally belongs, a campaign
is underway to boot out Alberoni and his Clockwork Orange
sociologist buddies:
Franco Ferrarotti, one such colleague inside the PSI, was
forced to follow up Alberoni's piece in Corriere della Sera with
an extensive apologia for the field of sociology itself, arguing
impotently that even Prime Minister Andreotti supports
sociology because once a few years ago Andreotti's magazine
Concretezza spoke well of a Ferrarotti speech.
Also on Thursday, the day after Andreotti's Parliament
speech. former PrimeMinister AldoMoro of the outgoing
government issued an open letter to the press denying that he
had misused the State Secrets Act to cover up fascist (Atlan
ticist) networks inside 'military intelligence (SID). Morn an
swered public charges. made against him by the editor of the
daily Paese Sera, thatMoro had been protecting SID fascists in
the so-called Jannuzzi case. Investigative journalist Lino
Jannuzzi in the early 1960s had documented evidence proving
the existence of a "parallel SID" operating in collusion with
fascist terrorist gangs. When the case came up for trial, Moro
then Premier - confiscated the evidence and deleted all major
portions of the documentation under the cover of the State;
Secrets Act.
With Andreotti's repeal of the Act slated for mid-October,
Moro, one of the top Atlanticist political controllers at the
governmental level, is running scared. Jannuzzi has been called
in as an expert witness in a related case against the Rockefeller
Agnelli wing of military intelligence initiated by Judge Vitalone
who is generally known to be an Andreotti spokesman. Jannuzzi,
editor of the weekly Tempo IIlustrato and a key member of the
anti-Atlanticist wing of the PSI, has authored and published
attacks against the PSO countergang "sociologists" of the
Alberoni and Ferrarotti stamp.
International Terrorism Report
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